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Servitization strategy

«The attention paid by a manufacturing company to an enlargement of 

its offering through services is, in broad terms, called servitization».

Different meanings and extensions of this concept:

• A bundle of product and services launched occasionally on the market

• A new business model

• A completely different value proposition

• …
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The contribute of services to firm revenues: the case of after sales
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The contribute of services to firm performance: the case of after sales

Product versus 

servicess sales

Contribution to 

profitability

After sales margins: 

data from different industries

After sales generates higher margins than product sales
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Aftermarket is a $400 billion business …. 

many of those in the Fortune 100 rely on the 

aftermarket for up to 40 percent of their

profits.

McKinsey (2005)

In the EU automotive industry, AS spare 
parts generate a turnover of €63 billions 
with an operating profit of 20 to 25%.

In the U.S. AS service and parts account for 
more than 50 percent of the average dealer 

profit.
ASAP SMF (2004)

After sales activities in the PC sector account 

for 24% of revenues and 45% of profits of 

OEMs.

AMR Research (2003)

Trucks may provide revenue four times 

bigger than their purchase price through 

financing, insurance policies, service 

contracts, and the sale of parts and 

accessories.

Whitney (2002)

GM shareholder value reveals that $9 billion in

after-sale revenue produced $2 billion in

profits (22%). Profits from the company’s $150

billion in car sales were relatively lower.

Accenture (2003)

The contribute of services to firm profitability: the case of after sales
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Source: ASAP SMF
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ROI = Return on investment

Italian automotive dealers and workshops
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ROS = Return on sales

Italian automotive dealers and workshops
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A strong transformation: from product selling …
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Explotion

Consultancy

«Rock on the ground»

Outsourcing

… to services
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The manufacturing world has changed

From

Selling a single machine

To

Copy services

From

Harvester

To

Services of plowing, 

sowing and harvesting

From

Selling a turbine

To

Selling engine power



The service offerings significantly

increases
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From product to solution

Product Solution
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Servitization evolution

Services improve

product functionality

Peripheral services

aimed at improving

customer’s processes

and activities

Products & services

strictly integrated in a 

new & unique offering

The servitization continuum
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(Neely et al., 2011)

The trend of servitization
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The transition towards servitization

Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) 
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1) Consolidation of products related 

services: 

It consists in consolidating the offers 

into a single organizational unit, 

stemming from the assumption that 

most manufacturing firms already 

provide services in order to support 

their products.

2) The entry into a service market 

related to the products: 

it means identifying profit 

opportunities and establishing the 

processes and structure to exploit 

them.

The transition towards servitization
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3) Replacement of services related to 

products with services based on the 

relationship:

They are mainly devoted to fulfil 

specific customer’s need and 

services centered in processes, with 

the objective to improve the 

customer’s efficiency

4) Takeover of the final user’s operations and the 

assumption of operational risks and end user processes:

This means changing the emphasis of the manufacturer’s 

business to becoming a provider of solutions

The transition towards servitization
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Types of service strategies

They vary in terms of service offering, value proposition and pricing:

 After-Sales Service Provider (ASP)

 Customers are mainly interested to a properly functioning product for a low price.

 Attractive prices for both products and services are the key factors for competitive success.

 Firms pursuing such strategy focus on ensuring the functionality of the product along its life-

cycle.

 Services are charged separately and represent an essential part of total value creation.

 Example: car maintenance and repairing.

 Customer Support Provider (CSP)

 Based on product performance and reliability, since customers are demanding more services,

increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the product in the operating phase.

 This strategy mainly concentrates on optimizing customer operating processes, through services

customized and bundled according to customer needs, in order to prevent breakdowns.

 The price of the services is not integrated in the product price.

 Example: digital connectivity with a truck and related control on correct functioning of the

engine on time.
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 Outsourcing Partner (OP) 

 Customers’ need is to improve cash flows and reduce the capital employed. 

 Customers expect to buy mainly the performance of the product that they need. 

 The competition is on price and the product margins are low. 

 The Outsourcing Partners assume the operating risk and full responsibility for the customer’s 

operating processes.

 They don’t provide customized service packages.

 Operational services are standardized and focused on efficiency and economies of scale.

 Example: fleet management.

 Development Partner (DP) 

 It provides specific solutions for customer’s operating processes and co-produces, with the 

customers, innovative solutions for customer processes. 

 The critical success factor is a great specialization on customer processes. 

 There is an intense relationship between the service provider and the customer. 

 The competencies jointly developed represent a resource-position barrier.

 Example: Document management

Types of service strategies
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Motivations that drive servitization strategy

«Product firms invest in services in order to diversify their revenue and

profit streams when entering the mature phase of the industry evolution,

characterized by declining prices due to intensive competition among a

decreasing number of firms or a shrinking market.

Product firms might offer services also under different competitive

circumstances ….».
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«The first computers for business use, introduced during the 1950s and

1960s, were expensive machines based on a new and largely unknown

technology and this made buyers reluctant to purchase the products. …

Various services, such as leasing arrangements that bundled maintenance

and pay for usage contracts, were, therefore, essential to entice customers

to buy these devices.

In the case of IBM,

services preceded and initially substituted for product sales».

Motivations that drive servitization strategy: IBM case
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Determinants of servitization strategy

External Internal

Mature market and 

products that become

commodities

Leveraging on product

knowledge and competencies

Customer’s needs and 

expectations

Capturing more value in the 

relationship with customer

Competitive pressure Creating new business 

opportunities

Kowalkowsi and Ulaga (2017)
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Mature market and products that become 

commodities

 Product demand is stable or decreasing

 Product price is decreasing

 Products become commodities and 

massified, especially if competition is

global

More sophisticated and challenging customer

needs (B2B customers)

 Cultural change of customer’s mindset

 Customer is more informed thanks to a bigger

availability of information

 Incresing interest in integrated solutions

 Outsourcing of non core activities

Rising competition from

 Market leaders that can be also pioneers in service offerings

 Competitors from emerging markets (i.e. Huawei)

 Non manufacturing firms, such as distributors, retailers, consultancy

firms, etc.

 Future competitors, emerging as a consequence of disruptive 

innovations, especially digital innovation

External determinants of servitization strategy
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Developing technical knowledge and 

competences on product and processes

in order to:

 Developing services

 Designing services since product R&D

 Designing smart services through

digital technologies

Leveraging on customer relationship to increase value

in the life cycle: 

 Services need frequent interactions and favor long 

term relationship

 By delivering services, the firm can better understand

customer’s processes and needs and thus it can offer

new products and services

 A strong relationship with loyal customers allow to 

capture latent or explicit demand of products and 

services

New market opportunities

 Creation of new eco systems: i.e. the eco system of designers of applications for iOS (Apple)

 Creation of distinctive assetts, difficult to be copied: i.e. Rolls-Royce ‘s Total Care formula 

 New business models based on pay-as-you-go, developed by a constellation of actors who collaborate to 

create final customer’s value: i.e. Philips and Cofely for the lighting systems of Amsterdam airport, Enjoy

car sharing (Eni, Fiat, Piaggio)

Internal determinants of servitization strategy
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External Internal

Technologies: i.e. digitalization Business driven servitization

Institutional theory: 

isomorphism

Environmental driven

servitization

Evolutionary theories: how

servitization takes place across

industries and countries

Pistoni and Songini, 2018

Determinants of servitization strategy
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Business driven servitization

Business driven servitization

Services are more profitable than goods

Services can support differentiation strategies

Services create higher growth opportunities, especially in mature 

market

Services facilitate sales of products

Services increase customer loyalty and can answer to increasing

customer expectations

Services can balance the effects of economic cycles on different cash

flows
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Financial opportunities Strategic opportunities Marketing opportunities

Higher growth in revenues More sustainable

competitive advantage

thanks to services

Services can be used to 

sell more products

Better profit margin Services represent a 

differentiation manoeuvre

Services increase

customer loyalty

Stability of income Services are levers for new 

competitive opportunities

Services induce repeated

sales, by intensifying

contact opportunities

The combination of 

products and services is less

influenced by price-based

competition

Services create barriers to 

competitors

By offering services

companies can better

understand customer

needs and develop more 

tailored offerings

Product-service sales are 

counter-cycle or less linked

to the economic cycles

Services reduce the need to 

compete on costs

Business driven servitization
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Four main reasons why manufacturing firms should servitize:

- To lock out competitors

- To lock in customers

- To increase the level of differentiation

- To gain financial benefit

Advantages for customers

- Reduced risk

- Decreasing, stabilizing and making predictable costs of services

Integrated solutions or product-service systems (PSS)

- Improve firm position in the value chain

- Enhance offering value

- Improve innovation potential

Business driven servitization
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Environmental driven servitization

Environmental driven servitization

Services can help in changing production and consumption models

The servitized business model along with customers’ revision of the ownership concept

may reduce the adverse environmental impact of products

The dematerialization of physical products breaks the link between the value delivered

to the customer and the amount of physical materials needed to create that value

Integrated PSS offering the value of use instead of the product itself may reduce 

environmental impact

Companies have all the incentives to make the PSS efficient and they get paid by the 

result

Consumer would alter their behaviour as soon as they gain insight into all the costs

involved with the use
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Servitization strategy: critical issues
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«There are many cases of companies that, despite making the transition to

services, did not get the expected correspondingly high returns.

This phenomenon is so diffused that scholars have coined the term ‘service

paradox in manufacturing companies’ (Gebauer et al., 2005).

(Pistoni and Songini, 2018)

Return from 

services/ total

return

Pure Manufacturer

Supplier of

solutions

“Service paradox” Why?

The service paradox in manufacturing companies



Organizational

Strategic and Cultural

Value Chain

Financial Performance

Processes

Servitization strategy: critical issues



36Designing a consistent business model

Fonte: (Osterwalder, 2004)

The service paradox: a consistent business model
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The servitization implementation issues

Challenges faced by companies to successfully implement the servitization strategy:

 the pillars of the servitization strategy design

The main choices a company has to deal with in order to operationalize the new 

business model, such as:

 the product-service offering design 

 the organizational transformation

 the networking configuration

 the supply-chain relationships.

 the prerequisites to the servitization strategy implementation

The essential elements required for the transition toward servitization: 

 the cultural shift 

 the individual behavior.
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The servitization implementation issues
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